Dresden by plane

https://www.dresden-airport.de/homepage.html?newLanguage=en

- IATA airport code: DRS
- non-stop flights from and to Amsterdam, Moscow, Zürich, Basel, Munich, Stuttgart, Frankfurt, Cologne, Düsseldorf
- taxi: to the city centre ~ 15 - 30 min (traffic dependent), 15 - 20 €
- public transport: bus 77 direction ‘Infineon’ until stop ‘Infineon Nord’, change into tram 7 direction ‘Pennrich’ until the center, e.g. ‘Pirnaischer Platz’, ~30 min, single ticket 2.40 €

Dresden by railway


- connections to all major German cities from the two train stations ‘Neustadt’ & ‘Hauptbahnhof’
- direct international connections to Aarhus, Budapest, Bratislava, Prague, Vienna and Zurich

Dresden by bus

https://www.flixbus.co.uk/

- fast and inexpensive coach link between the bigger cities and Dresden’s railway stations

Public transport

https://www.dvb.de/en-gb/

- closest stop to B CUBE: tram 6 ‘Trinitatisplatz’ and ‘Blasewitzer/Fetscherstraße’
  bus 62 ‘Gutenbergstraße’ and ‘Neubertstraße’
  bus 64 ‘Pfotenhauerstraße’

- closest stop to ‘Deutsches Hygienemuseum’: tram 1, 2, 4 & 12 ‘Deutsches Hygienemuseum’
  tram 10 & 13 ‘Georg-Arnhold-Bad’

- tickets can be purchased at vending machines at most stops and inside of trams and busses
- a single ticket (Einzelfahrkarte - 2.40 €) allows you to travel for up to one hour
- a 4-trip ticket (~ 8.60 €) includes four single tickets in one at a discount
- with a one-day pass (~ 6.00 €) you can travel the whole day until 4 a.m. the following morning

Accommodation


- Dresden offers a variety of accommodation options in various categories
- just have a look at the homepage of the ‘Dresden Tourist Information Centre’